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Abstract Objective To discuss the validity and reliability of Chinese cancer pain assessment tool(CCPAT), a multi-layer
assessment table that was developed by Doctor Zhong Huiyi from Hong Kong and adapted to Chinese culture background .Method
319 cases of cancer patients were measured.Among them , 30 patients were questioned by MPQ(the Mcgill pain questionnaire)
and CCPAT.Respectively.Using factor analysis to research for how many factors will influence measured pain concepts .Calcula-
tion of total corresponding score was made by gathering all the items of CCPAT andMPQ of the cancer pain group to determine the
validity of CCPAT.Other 30 cases of patients were questioned by two investigators.Every factor in CCPAT was carried out half-
probability selection and its validity index was calculated.The remaining patients were questioned by CCPAT only .The mean value
of the indexes were calculated and the interior coherence was tested .Result among 319 measured patients , the variables od CC-
PAT and MPQ were linked and an accordant validity was established.The rate validity was 0.96 and the interior coherence index
was 0.88.Conclusion CCPAT has a good reliability and validity.It' s a good reference to evaluated the pain intensity of cancer pain
patients in clinic.
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